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Abstract 

Model-based diagnosis is one of the dominant diagno-
sis mechanisms. It has been widely realized that the 
computational complexity of the model-based diagno-
sis mechanism makes it impractical for real-world di-
agnostic tasks. One way to overcome this disadvantage 
is to focus the diagnosis on a reduced diagnostic space. 
In this regard this paper makes two contributions which 
are the theoretical improvement of critical diagnosis 
reasoning and the efficient implementation of critical 
diagnosis reasoning. Firstly, we propose an improved 
critical diagnosis reasoning method based on the crit-
ical reasoning method proposed by Raiman, de Kleer 
and Saraswat. This improved method focuses the diag-
nosis on finding out the kernel diagnoses instead of the 
whole diagnoses. We give an updated definition of crit-
ical cover which we call "critical partition". The con-
ditions satisfied by critical partition are more relaxed 
than the conditions for critical cover, which makes the 
chances of finding the critical partition higher than 
the chances of finding the critical cover. Secondly, we 
present a diagnostic reasoning model called DRMCA 
to implement the improved critical reasoning method. 
The architecture, knowledge representation, and algo-
rithms of DRMCA are described. A non-backtracking 
algorithm is used to discover the diagnoses instead of 
the backtracking algorithm in IMPLODE which was 
proposed in [5). The efficiency of DRMCA is im-
proved because of both the reduced diagnosis space and 
the non-backtracking algorithm. Comparisons between 
DRMCA and IMPLODE are also given to show the 
improvements of the algorithm DRMCA. 

1 Introduction 

Given a set of manifestations (observations), the di-
agnostic task is to find out what is wrong with a cer-
tain device based on the manifestations and on the 
knowledge about the device. For model-based diagno-
sis mechanism, the diagnosis systems perform diagnos-
tic tasks by using the fundamental domain knowledge 
about how components are structured and how they 
normally work. The knowledge is acquired from the 
first principles of domains, and is often called deep 
knowledge or deep models. By taking into account the 
difference between the behavior expected by the mod-
els and the real behavior observed, model-based diag-
nosis systems can isolate the. faulty components that 
explain the abnormal behavior being observed. 

It has been widely realized that the computational 
complexity of model-based diagnosis makes the mech-
anism impractical to use for real-world diagnostic tasks. 
The main reason for the computational complexity 
is the potential combinational explosions of the en-
vironment space, the conflict space, and the diagnosis 
space which are calculated during diagnosis. The time 
needed to calculate all the potential environments, 
conflicts, and diagnoses is exponential in the size of 

the device. Many efforts have been made to reduce the 
computational complexity [1,2,3,4,5], amongst which, 
focusing the diagnostic reasoning on a reduced diag-
nosis space shows promise. The critical reasoning ar-
chitecture IMPLODE proposed by Raiman, de Kleer 
and Saraswat [5] is such a method. This method uses 
a sensitivity analysis of assumptions to assign a crit-
ical level to assumptions. With the criticality, IM-
PLODE represents the environments, conflicts, and 
diagnoses with critical environments, critical conflicts, 
and critical diagnoses respectively, and performs di-
agnostic tasks through finding out the critical diag-
noses. The efficiency of the diagnosis is dramatically 
improved because the set of critical diagnoses is a sub-
set of the whole diagnosis space. 

However, there still exist some limitations in IM-
PLODE. First, the conditions satisfied by critical cov-
ers that will guarantee the consistency of the critical 
reasoning is somewhat higher, and the critical covers 
do not always exist. Second, IMPLODE performs crit-
ical reasoning using a backtracking algorithm. When 
critical covers do not exist, IMPLODE can not find the 
critical covers even after much backtracking. In this 
case, the diagnosis results obtained by IMPLODE are 
not critical ones, and they can also be found by other 
non-critical reasoning algorithms. However the effi-
ciency of IMPLODE may be lower than that of non-
critical algorithms due to the backtracking. 

In this paper, we propose an updated definition of 
critical cover, which we call critical partition. The 
conditions satisfied by critical partition are relaxed 
compared with the conditions for critical cover. We 
prove that critical reasoning based on critical parti-
tion is consistent. A diagnostic reasoning model which 
is called DRMCA (Diagnostic Reasoning Model based 
on the Criticality of Assumptions) and is used to im-
plement the improved critical reasoning is also pre-
sented here. The Assumption-based Truth Mainte-
nance Systems (ATMS) proposed by de Kleer (10] is 
the most popular way used to solve various diagnos-
tic problems. As we already know, the ATMS calcu-
lates all the diagnoses for a given set of observations. 
The performance deteriorates because the desired set 
of diagnoses is generally exponentially large. In the 
model DRMCA, firstly, ATMS is extended to perform 
a critical diagnosis reasoning. The kernel diagnoses are 
calculated instead of the whole diagnoses. Secondly, 
a non-backtracking algorithm called SCP (Searching 
Critical Partition) is used to find out the critical par-
tition instead of the backtracking algorithm used in 
IMPLODE. The efficiency of the diagnosis model is 
improved because of the reduced diagnosis space and 
the non-backtracking algorithm. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, 
we give a brief review of the critical reasoning method 
proposed by Raiman et al. In Section 3, we define the 
critical partition, and prove that the critical reasoning 
based on the critical partition is consistent. In Sec-
tion 4, we describe the diagnosis model DRMCA. In 
Section 5, some examples are given which demonstrate 
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the improved method and efficiency of the method pro-
posed in Sections 3 and 4. Finally, Section 6 gives the 
conclusion to this paper. 

is consistent. 
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2 Critical Reasoning- A Review Definition 1 (Critical Cover) : {Sb ... ,Sk} is a 
critical cover relative to S, S ~ A, Si~ S, i=1, ... , 
k, if the following conditions are satisfied by S· i=1 For model-based diagnosis reasoning, 'environment', 

'conflict' and 'diagnosis' refer to three different kinds 
of component sets. An environment of a device vari-
able, or say, a general environment, refers to a set of 
components. The components in the 'environment' 
work normally, and together with the observations 
imply or explain a value for the variable. 'Conflict; 
refers to a set of components which cannot work nor-
mally and simultaneously. 'Diagnosis' refers to a set 
of components which are faulty simultaneously. The 
purpose of model-based diagnosis is to find the diag-
noses which can explain all of the conflicts for a given 
set of observations. 

The conventional diagnosis process includes three 
phases, i.e., prediction, conflict recognition, and diag-
nosis generation. In the prediction phase, the predic-
tions for all the variables of a device are calculated by 
using the observations and deep models. Each pre-
diction consists of a value for a device variable, and 
the environments for explaining the value. In the con-
flict recognition phase, the discrepancies between pre-
dictions and observations are recognized in order to 
construct the set of conflicts. In the diagnosis gener-
ation phase, diagnoses which can explain all the dis-
crepancies are generated. Briefly, for a model-based 
diagnosis, the diagnoses are generated from the con-
flicts, while the conflicts are generated from the gen-
eral environments which explain the current variable 
v~lues. However, for critical diagnosis reasoning, the 
d1agnoses are generated from critical environments in-
stead of general environments. 

Suppose r is a propositional theory over a set of 
literals ~' which describes the 'device to be diagnosed 
and the observation data; n designates a literal which 
is an atom or its negation; e(n) is the environment set 
of n; and A stands for the set of assumptions (gen-
erally, the assumptions refer to the components in a 
dev~ce). Then the critical environment of n is defined 
as S(n) = n{E I E E e(n), E ~ S}, s ~ A, and 
the critical abstraction of the theory r relative to s 
is defined as S(f) = rU{S(n) ~ n 1 nE ~U{l.}}, 
where '~' refers to implication, and '.l' refers to a 
contradiction. 

The critical diagnosis reasoning based on r is equiv-
alent to the non-critical diagnosis reasoning (such as in 
Reiter's theory [7J and de ~leer and Williams's method 
[1, 8]) based on S(f). If S(f) is inconsistent, the crit-
ical reasoning based on r will result in contradictions. 

Raiman, de Kleer and Saraswat [5] have proved 
that S(f) is consistent if and only if S(.l) f- {}. 
Further, they proved that, if there is a critical cover 
{S1, .. . , Sk} relative to a subsetS of A, Si ~ S, i=l, 
... , k, then 
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... , k, 

(1) 'Vi, .5\(.l) =1- {}; 

(2) 'VC ~ S, ~i (C is a conflict and subsumed by 
si(.l)); 

(3) 'Vsi(.l), si(.l) ncu7=1 sj) = u. 
#i 

Definition 2 (Diagnosis) : A diagnosis of r is a 
set~'~~ A, which makes fU{al a E ~}U{b I 
b E A - ~} consistent, where the a indicates that the 
component a is faulty. 

Definition 3 (Critical Diagnosis) : A critical di-
agnosis of r relative to s is a set ~' ~ ~ s, such 
that 

(I) ~ is a diagnosis of S(f); 

(2) not (~~1 , ~~ C ~'~~is a diagnosis of S(f)). 

Reiter has proved that ~ is a diagnosis of r rela-
tive to S if and only if ~ is a minimal hitting set of 
all conflicts inS [6]. For each element a E S(.l), since 
a can hit every conflict in $ and {a} is a minimal set, 
then {a} is a diagnosis of S(f). Further, according to 
Definition 3, {a} is a critical diagnosis of r relative 
~o S. ~t- is not difficult to prove that, if {81 , ... , Sk} 
1s a cntlcal cover, and ~i = { ai} is a critical diagno-
sis of r relative to si, ai E Bi(.l), i=l, . . . , k, then 
~ = ~1 u ... u ~k is a diagnosis of r. 

Briefly, for rand A, if a critical cover { S1, ... , Sk} 
e~ists, then from the critical conflict set { .5\ (.l), ... , 
Sk(.l)} relative to the cr~tical cover, the diagnoses of 
r can be obtained from S1 (.l)x, ... , xSk(.l). 

3 Critical Partition and Kernel 

Diagnosis 

In this section we will define a new critical cover which 
we call critical partition, and also define the concept 
of kernel diagnosis. Then we prove that the critical 
reasoning based on the critical partition through cal-
culating the kernel diagnoses is consistent. defined as 
follows. 
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Definition 4 (Critical Partition) : {S1, ... , Sk} is 
a critical partition relative to S, S ~A, Si~ S, i=1, 
.. . , k, if the following conditions are satisfied by Si, 
i=1, .. . , k, 

(2) VC ~ S, 3i (C is a conflict and subsumed by 

si CJ.)),. 

(3) vsi, si(_t) ~ U~=l si. 
#i 

Condition (3) in Definition 4 tells us that, for each 
' ' k Si(-L), 3a E Si(J..), a</. Ui=' Sj. It can be derived that 

#i 
Condition (3) in Definition 1 becomes a special case of 
Condition (3) in Definition 4, because the condition in 
Definition 1 is equivalent to Va E S;(J..), a</. U~=' Sj. 

#i 
This can be illustrated clearly using Figure 1 where 
U = U~=' Si and I =Si(J.). Condition (3) in Def-

#i 
inition 4 can be illustrated as either Figure1-(1) or 
Figure-(2), while Condition (3) in Definition 1 only 
can be illustrated as Figure1-(1). From the illustra-
tion, we can see that, Condition (3) in Definition 4 is 
weaker than Condition (3) in Definition 1. This makes 
the chances of finding out the critical partition higher 
than the chances of finding out the critical cover. But 
the critical partition suffers from the same problem as 
the critical cover because both cannot guarantee that, 
for each Sj, there is at least one conflict C ~ Sj, 
cn(U~=' Si(_t)) = {}. That is, there may be an 

#i 
Si in a critical partition, for all conflicts C ~ Si> 
cncuL Si(..L)) =I{}. In such a case, for all conflicts 

i#-j 
C ~ Sj, C must be hit by some element in U~=' Si(-L) . 

i#-j 
Therefore, 6. = 6.1 U ... U 6.k cannot be guaranteed 
to be a minimal hitting set, and the consistency of 
r U{a\ a E 6.} U{b I b E A - 6.} cannot be guaran-
teed. In order to carry out critical reasoning based 
on critical partition consistently, the non-minimal hit-
ting sets in S\(-L)x, ... , xSk(_t) should be discarded. 
Then the remaining sets in S1(..L)x, ... , xSk(l.) can 
be guaranteed to be the diagnoses of r' which guaran-
tees the consistency of critical reasoning based on the 
critical partition. 

Below, we define the concepts of kernel environ-
ments and kernel conflicts. Through calculating the 
kernel environments and kernel conflicts, we can ob-
tain a subset of minimal hitting sets from S1 (J.) X, ... , 
X Sk(_L) . 

Definition 5 (Kernel Environment and Conflict) 
Suppose {Sb . .. , Sk} is a critical partition relative to 
S, for n E <I>, {S1 (n), ... , Sk(n)} is the critical envi-
ronment set of n, then the kernel environment Si(n) 
of n is defined as: 

(1) (2) 
Figure 1 The relationship between Si(J.) and U~=' Sj 

#i 

Si(n) ={a I a E Si(n), a</. U~=' Si} 
- #i 
correspondingly, Si(l.) is the kernel conflict for Si, 
i=1, .. . , k. 

Theorem 1 : Suppose { S1 , ... , Sk} is a critical par-
tition relative to S, then, VA E S1(-L)x, . .. , xSk(..L), 
6. is a minimal hitting set that hits all the conflicts 
subsumed by S. 

Proof: 
1. 6. is a hitting set to S. 
Va E Si(_L), a hits all conflicts in si. Accord-
ing to condition (2) in Definition 4, for any con-
flict C subsumed by S, C must be subsumed by 
some si. Therefore, V6. E Sl(..L)x, ... ,xsk(J.), 6. 
hits all conflicts inS. Because S1(-L)x, ... , xSk(l.) 
is a subset of S1(J.)x, ... , xSk(l.), VA E 
S1 (J.)x, ... , xSk(..L), 6. hits all conflicts subsumed 
by s. 

2. 6. is minimal. 
Assume that A is not minimal, then there must be 
at least one ai E 6., ai E S';(J.) , let 6.' =A- {ai}, 
6.' can hit every conflict in S. On the other hand, 
since 6. E S1(J.)x, ... , xSk(..L), Va E 6.', a E Sj(-L), 
for some j~ =I i. And according to the de:tiilltion 
of kernel conflict, Va E Sj(-L), a E Sj(..L) and 
a</. Si, i =I j. Therefore, 6.' cannot hit the conflicts 
subsumed by si, i.e., A' cannot hit every conflict in 
s. 
From the contradiction, we can see that 6. is 
minimal. D 

According to Theorem 1 and Reiter's theory [6), V 6. E 
Sl(J.)x, ... , xSk(-L), A is a diagnosis of r relative 
to S. Therefor~ by searching a critical partition and 
calculating the kernel conflicts, we can obtain the di-
agnoses of r. Briefly, for r and A, if a critical parti-
tion {S1 , .. . , Sk} exists, from the kernel conflict set 
{ sl ( ..L)' ... ' sk ( 1.)} relative to the critical partition, 
the diagnoses of r Can be obtained from S1 ( J.) X, ... , X 

Sk(-L). The cost of searching a critical partition is 
lower than that of searching a critical cover, because 
the conditions of critical partition are weaker than 
that of critical cover. critical partition and to 
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Figure 2 The architecture of DRMCA 

4 Diagnostic Reasoning Model -
DRMCA 

Diagnosis is a typical abductive problem. Abduction 
is the process of inferring certain hypothetical state-
ments that explain some phenomena or observations. 
These hypothetical statements are often called expla-
nations. The basic requirement to the explanations 
is that the belief in the explanations should be suf-
ficient to induce belief in the observations. For this 
reason, the abductive reasoning system must be able 
to test the epistemic state of an agent after it hypo-
thetically adopts a potential explanation, or to test 
the knowledge base ·once it is revised to incorporate 
the explanation. Therefore, we can see that belief re-
vision is involved in abductive reasoning. In the di-
agnostic reasoning model DRMCA, the ATMS[9, 10], 
a powerful belief revision technique is extended to re-
vise the epistemic state of the reasoning system. In 
the following subsections, the architecture, knowledge 
representation and algorithms of DRMCA will be de-
scribed. 

4.1 Architecture 
Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of DRMCA, which 
consists of a domain dependent Reasoner, a domain in-
dependent Belief Reviser, a knowledge base KB, and 
a data base DB. During the reasoning, the KB and 
DB constitute the current belief set. The task of the 
Reasoner is to communicate with users. It gets the ob-
servations from users, and transmits the observations 
one by one to the Belief Reviser which will give expla-
nations to these observations. After the Belief Reviser 
gets an observation, it firstly calculates the explana-
tion for the observation, then, incorporates the expla-
nation into the current belief set. It finally, checks 
the updated belief set and removes contradictions for 
maintaining a consistent belief set. KB consists of 
all the structural and behavioral knowledge about the 
device which is to be diagnosed. This is the static 
knowledge. DB consists of the observations and the 
current explanations to the observations. This is the 
dynamic knowledge. 
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Figure 3 The circuit used in [5] 

4.2 Knowledge Representation 
The KB in the belief set consists of implication rules 
which are first order Horn prepositional sentences. For 
the circuit in Figure 3 used by Raiman [5], some of the 
implication rules are as follows, where OK(B1) means 
B1 works normally, and i 1 = 1 means the value of i1 
is 1. 
i1 = 1 1\ OK(B1) -t bt = 1 
it = 0 1\ OK(B1) -t b1 = 0 
i2 = 1/\ OK(B3) -t b3 = 1 
i2 = 0 1\ OK(B3) -t b3 = 0 
bt = 1/\ OK(B2) -t b2 = 1 
b1 = 0 1\ OK(B2) -t b2 = 0 
b3 = 1/\ OK(B4) ---+ b4 = 1 
b3 = 0 1\ OK(B4) ---+ b4 = 0 
b2 = 11\0K(OR) -tor= 1 
b4 = 1 1\ OK( OR) ---+ or = 1 
b2 = 01\ b4 = 01\ OK(OR) -tor= 0 
or= 1/\ OK( C) ---+ c = 0 
or = 0 1\ 0 K (C) -+ c = 1 

Suppose S(n) = n{E I E E e(n), E ~ S} is 
the critical environment for n, then the corresponding 
base environment of n is defined as B(n) = U{E I 
E E e-(n), E ~ S}. The DB in the belief set is 
a set of nodes. Each node is described as a triple 
(n,CE,BE) which is denoted by NODE(n), where 
CE is the set of critical environments of n, and BE 
is the set of base environments of n. For example, 
{i1 = 1,0K(B1), OK(B2), 
OK(OR)} and {i2 = 1, OK(B3), OK(B4), OK( OR)} 
are two normal environments of or= 1, then NODE( or 
= 1) =(or= 1, {{OK( OR)}}, {{it= 1, i 2 = 1, OK(Bl), 
OK(B2),0K(B3), OK(B4), OK(OR)}}). The ob-
servations are also represented as nodes. For example, 
(i1 = 0, {}, {}) is the node for observation i 1 = 0. 

4.3 Algorithms 
For each variable in a device, the basic ATMS algo-
rithm calculates a consistent environment set called a 
label, and builds a node to represent the label. As-
sume that Pn, ... , Pin, --t P is a justification with 
P being its conclusion, i = 1, ... , N, and Lil, ... , Lin, 
being the current labels of Pi1 , ... , Pin; respectively, 
then the calculation of using ATMS for obtaining the 
new label of P includes the following steps. 

1. Calculate the environments of P with the justi-
fication Pil, ... , Pin; --t P: 
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L; ={xI X= u;~llik, lik E Lid· 

2. Calculate all the environments of P : L = U~1 L;. 

3. If P is a contradiction, then all environments 
in L are conflicts and should be discarded from 
other nodes. 

4. If P is not a contradiction, then the labels of the 
nodes which are implicated by P are updated. 

In the model DRMCA, ATMS is extended to per-
form a critical diagnosis reasoning, i.e., to calculate 
and maintain a consistent set of kernel environments 
for each variable. In this section, we will introduce 
DRMCA algorithms which describe the reasoning pro-
cess of Reasoner and Belief Reviser. 

( 1). Reasoner Algorithm 
The algorithm REASONER describes the reasoning 
process of Reasoner. Suppose OBS is the set of obser-
vations, NODE(..L)=(..L, {P1, ... , Pn}, {S1, ... , Sn} ), then 
the diagnoses for OBS can be obtained by P1 x ... x Pn 
in step 7 below. 

REASONER(OBS) 

1. If OBS={}, go to 7. 

2. For all obs in OBS, create a node NODE(obs)=(obs, 
{}, {}) in DB. 

3. Create NODE(..L)=(_l, {}, {}) in DB. 

4. Take an element obs from OBS, OBS=OBS \{obs}. 

5. Call REVISION(obs) to calculate the critical en-
vironments for obs. 

6. If OBS¥ {},go to 4. 

7. Calculate diagnoses for OBS from node NODE(..L). 

(2). Belief Reviser Algorithms 
As discussed above, the task of the Belief Reviser is to 
calculate and maintain a consistent set of critical envi-
ronments which stored in DB for each literal in <I>. The 
DB is updated incrementally through creating new 
nodes and revising existing nodes. Four algorithms, 
REVISION, KE, PROP and SCP are used to describe 
the reasoning processes to perform the task. Suppose 
PS(n) = {ps1, ... ,psN}, Vps; E PS(n), i = l, ... ,N, 
ps; is an implication rule with n being its conclusion, 
i.e., psi = Pil 1\ ... /\Pin; ---+ n. A stands for the 
assumption set. The algorithms are given as follows. 

• Algorithm REVISION 
Algorithm REVISION(n) describes the process 
of calculating the critical environments of n with 
all the implication rules in PS(n). 
REVISION(n) 

1. If n is an observation, NODE(n)¥ (n, { ..l }, {} ), 
and PS(n) = {},then go to 6. 

2. If n is an assumption and NODE(n) is not 
in DB, then create anew node NODE(n)=(n, 
{{n}}, {})in DB, return. 

3. Vpsi E PS(n), i = 1, ... , N, call algorithm 
KE(psi) to calculate the kernel environment 
set C Ei and the base environment set B Ei 
for n with rule psi. 

4. Call algorithm SCP(CE', BE') to calculate 
the kernel environment set C E and the base 
environment set BE of n with all rules in 
PS(n), where CE' = (CE1 U .. . UCEN)\ 
{_L}, BE'= (BEIU- .. UBEN)\{..L} and 
(CE,BE) = SCP(CE',BE'). 

5. CreateorupdatenodeNODE(n) with (n,CE, 
BE). 

6. Assume current NODE(..L) = (..L, CE(_L), 
BE(..L)), if there are two nodes NODE(n1) = 
(n1, CE(n1), BE(n1)) and NODE(n2) = (n2, 
CE(n2), BE(n2)) with n1 contradicting n2, 
then calculate (CE'(_L),BE'(..L)) = 
SCP(CE(l.) U CE(nl) U CE(n2), BE(..L) U 
BE(nr) U BE(n2)), and update NODE(_L), 
NODE(n1 ) and NODE(n2) with (1., CE'(..L), 
BE' (1_)), (n1, {1. }, {})and (n2, { l_ }, {})re-
spectively. 

7. Discard the conflicts in C E ( l.) from the 
CE in other nodes. 

8. If NODE(n):i (n, {1.}, {}), call PROP(n) 
to revise the environments of the literals 
which are implicated by n. 

9. Return. 

• Algorithm KE 
The algorithm KE describes the process of calcu-
lating the kernel environments for a literal n only 
with one implication rule Pl 1\ ... 1\ Pm ---+ n. 

KE(pl 1\ ... /\Pm ---+ n) 

1. Fori = 1, ... , m, if NODE(pi) is not in DB, 
call REVISION(pi) to create NODE(pi). 

2. Assume NODE(pi)=(p;, CEi, BEi), i = 1, 
... ,m,calculateCE' ={X I X= u~~~Xk, 
Xk E CEk} and BE'= {Y I y = uz~~ Yk, 
Yk E BEk}. 

3. Call SCP to calculate (CE, BE) =SCP(CE', BE'). 
4. Return (CE, BE). 

In fact, KE performs the task of the basic ATMS 
algorithm. The extension to the basic ATMS al-
gorithm is the addition of critical reasoning in 
step 3 above. The tasks of step 4 and step 5 
in the basic ATMS algorithm are performed by 
step 7 and step 8 in the algorithm REVISION 
respectively. 
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• Algorithm PROP 
The algorithm PROP(n) describes the process of 
propagating the environments of n to the liter-
als which are implicated by n. Suppose CS(n) = 
{cs1, ... ,csM}, Vcs; E CS(n), i = 1, .. . ,M, cs; 
is an implication rule with n being a premise con-
dition of the rule, i.e., cs; = .. . f\ n 1\ ... --+ ni. 

PROP(n) 

1. If CS(n) = {}, return. 
2. Vcsi E CS(n), call REVISION(n;), ni is 

the conclusion of csi. 
3. Return. 

• Algorithm SCP 
Algorithm SCP describes the process of calculat-
ing the kernel environments and corresponding 
base environments for some literal in <I>, with all 
the rules which imply the literal. If the literal is 
_i, then the base environments in the node form 
a critical partition. Therefore, SCP is considered 
to find out the critical partition for a diagnostic 
reasoning problem. 

It has been mentioned that critical covers do 
not always exist, and the case is the same for 
critical partitions. When critical partitions do 
not exist, and a backtracking algorithm is used 
to search the critical partitions (like the back-
tracking algorithm for IMPLODE), the backtrack-
ing cost can be wasteful. In order to avoid such 
waste, we use the non-backtracking algorithm 
SCP to search critical partitions. 

SCP has three input parameters, i.e., the 
current kernel environment set CE, the current 
base environment set BE, and the current de-
gree of each assumption in A. Suppose CE = 
{A1 , ... , Am}, the task of SCP is to segment CE 
into several parts; then, from each part, to get 
a critical environment by intersecting the envi-
ronments in the part; finally, from each critical 
environment, to get a kernel environment. 

Suppose the assumption set is A = { a1, ... , anA}; 
an environment set is L = { E 1 , ..• , Em}, Ej ~ 
A, j = 1, ... , m; Va; E A, i = 1, ... , nA, the de-
gree of ai relative to L denoted as PL(a;) is the 
number of environments which contain a;. The 
base element of L is defined as such an element 
which exists in each Ei in L. For example, A= 
{a, b, c, d, e} and L ={{a, b, e}, {a, c}, {a, b, d, e}}, 
the degrees of elements a and b are 3 and 2 re-
spectively. a is a base element of L. To segment 
CE properly is a crucial task for SCP. Here, the 
task is performed by using the base elements of 
CE, which are selected according to the current 
degree of assumption elements. 

Assume a E A is the current selected base 
element, according to a, CE can be divided into 
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two subsets C Ea and C E', and a is a base el-
ement of CEa. Because of the base element, 
the intersection set of all environments in C Ea 
must not be empty. Therefore, a critical envi-
ronment can be obtained through intersecting 
the environments in C Ea. Furthermore, from 
the critical environment, a kernel environment 
can be obtained through discarding the elements 
whose degrees are changed to be lower than their 
primary degrees (this will be discussed below). 
Then, SCP is used repeatedly to divide CE' un-
til C E' becomes empty. 

The selection of base elements is based on the 
following two heuristic considerations. 

1. PcE(a) indicates the number of environ-
ments in C E that contain the element a. 
The bigger the PCE(a) is, the more the en-
vironments in CE are hit by a. If CEa con-
tains more environments, then, the further 
division of C E' would result in fewer sub-
sets, which would make the reasoning focus 
on fewer diagnoses. Therefore, the element 
with a higher degree should be preferably 
selected as a base element. 

2. After a division, if there is an element bin 
some environments of C E' whose degree is 
changed to be lower than its primary one, 
then the element b must be contained in 
some environments in C Ea. From the defi-
nition of the kernel environment, we can see 
that, if b is contained in some environments 
in C E' and in C Ea simultaneously, then it 
is impossible that b is an element of a ker-
nel environment in C E'. So the more such 
elements are in C E', the smaller the pos-
sibility that there are kernel environments 
in C E' . Therefore, the element that is un-
likely to exist in C E' and in C Ea simulta-
neously should preferably be selected as a 
base element. 

In DRMCA, an environment is represented 
as a vector with its component values being 1 or 

. - T 0. For environment E ~ A, E = [e1, ... , en A] , 
where 

For the environment set L, the corresponding 
environment matrix is !R = [E1 , ... , E:,jT, then, 
C = !RT 18! !R = (c;j)nA xnA is called the interac-
tion matrix of L. The operator 18! is defined as : 
Suppose A= (aij)mxn, B = (bij)nxp, then 
D = A®B = (dij)mxp, dii = ailbljEB· . . EBainbni 
where the operator EB is defined as: 
1 EB 1 =1 EB 0=0 EB 1=1 
0 EB 0=0 

It can be found that, Cij=1 indicates that 
elements a; and ai are in some environments si-
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multaneously; C;j=O indicates that a; and ai are 
not in any environment simultaneously. If C;j=l, 
then a; interacts on ai. According to the heuris-
tic principles mentioned above, for each element 
a; in A, the possibility for ai to be a base ele-
ment of L denoted as W(a;) is calculated as : 
W(a;) = a1U1 (a;)+ a2U2(a;), where 01 + 02 = 
1 U (a·)- pL(a;) U ( ·) - Ej,:.1 (l-c;;) U (a·) 

' 1 l - m ' 2 a, - nA . 1 t 

estimates the possibility from the degree of a;; 
U2(ai) estimates the possibility from the interac-
tion hetween a; and other elements. The element 
am with W(am) = maxa, {W(a;)} is selected as 
the base element to divide {E1 , ... , Em}-

The algorithm SCP is given as follows, where 
p0 refers to the primary degrees (i.e., the de-
grees which exist when SCP is called in step 3 
in REVISION(n)). 

SCP (CE, BE, p0 ) 

1. V a; E A, calculate the current degree PcE(a;). 
2. Selecting a base element am with W(am) = 

maxa, {W(ai)}. 
3. Divide CE into two subsets CEam. = {ceir, 

... ,cej,.} and CE' = CE\CEa"'' am is the 
base element of C Ea"'. Correspondingly, 
BE is also divided into two subsets BEa,.,. 
and BE'. BEa., = {beiu ... , bej,.} and 
BE'= BE\BEa.,.· 

4. Obtain a critical environment Ce and a cor-
responding base environment be through in-
tersecting all environments in C Ea m and 
joining all environments in BEa"', i.e., 
Ce = Ceir n ... n Cej,., be = beir U ... U bej,. . 

5. Obtain a kernel environment ke from Ce and 
update corresponding base environment be. 
ke = {a I a E Ce,P0 (a) = PCE(a)}, be = 
be U(ce \ke)-

6. If ke is empty, then, ke = {a I a E Ce, p0 (a)-
PcE(a) = mina, EA {p0 (a;)-PcE(a;)} }, be = 
be U( Ce \ke)· 

7. KE = {ke}, BE= {be}· 
8. IfCE' i- {},then(KE,BE) = (KE,BE)U 

SCP(CE',BE' ,p0 ), otherwise, return (KE, 
BE). 

In step 8, assume (KE', BE')= SCP(CE', BE',p0 ), 
then (KE, BE) U SCP(CE', BE',p0 ) is equal to (KEU 
KE',BEUBE'). 

5 Comparisons and Examples 
In this section, we make comparisons between DRMCA 
and IMPLODE to demonstrate the improvements of 
DRMCA. The improvements are embodied in two as-
pects. One is the weak requirement of critical par-
tition, which makes the chance of finding out criti-
cal partitions higher than that of finding out critical 

covers. The other is the non-backtracking algorithms 
used by DRMCA, which can avoid the time cost due 
to useless backtracking. 

5.1 Weak Requirement of Critical Par-
tition 

The relationship between U~=l Sj and S;(.l) for criti-
#i 

cal cover and critical partition is illustrated in Figure 
1. Obviously, critical cover is a special case of critical 
partition which indicates that the critical partition is 
more general than critical cover. The possibility to 
find out the critical partition is higher than that of 
finding out critical covers. 

5.2 Non-backtracking Algorithm 
For IMPLODE, the propositional theory rand the en-
vironments of literals in <)> are represented as clauses. 
All the clauses are classified into two parts, active 
clauses and inactive clauses. IMPLODE takes r as in-
put and produces new clauses through applying three 
rules, i.e., IMPLOSION, RESOLUTION and EXPLO-
SION, to current active clauses. As we already know, 
critical environments are produced thr~ugh intersect-
ing normal environments. For a node, if there are more 
than two environments, IMPLODE chooses two envi-
ronments at random and intersects them to generate 
a new environment, i.e., a new active clause. Once an 
active clause does not satisfy the conditions of critical 
cover, it will be inactivated and become an inactive 
clause. These inactivated clauses may reactivate some 
other inactive clauses which had been inactivated by 
the inactivated clauses before. The reactivation means 
some previous reasoning results are withdrawn and the 
reasoning is back to some previous stage. 

For DRMCA, the critical environments are calcu-
lated by algorithm SCP which performs the environ-
ment intersection. From the description of algorithm 
SCP, we can see that the environments are intersected 
in terms of a certain order which is determined ac-
cording to current element degrees and element inter-
action. Once some environments are intersected, the 
intersection will not be withdrawn, which means no 
backtracking in SCP. 

From the following examples, the two features can 
be showdn clearly. 

5.3 Examples 
• Case 1: the critical partition exists but 

the critical cover doesn't. 
Suppose r = {al\b -t m,al\c -t m,bl\d -t 
m, m}, S = {a,b,c,d}. 
The environment set of m is { {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, d} }. 
Below, we use IMPLODE and DRMCA to find 
out the critical cover and critical partition of 
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{{a,b}, {a,c}, {b,d}} respectively. 
(1) IMPLODE 
Two critical environments of m can be obtained 
by using the IMPLOSION rule to intersect en-
vironments {a,b} and {a,c} : 81(m) = {a}, 
82(m) = {b,d}, correspondingly, 81 = {a,b,c}, 
82 = {b,d}. Further, with m, two critical con-
flicts are obtained: 8t(.l.) ={a}, 82(.1.) = {b,d}. 
Because 82 (.1.) n81 =J {}, {81,82} isn't a crit-
ical cover. Therefore, the intersection of {a, b} 
and {a, c} should be cancelled, and the reason-
ing backtracks. After another intersection and 
backtracking, it again fails to find out a critical 
cover. Three minimal conflicts, {{a,b}, {a,c}, 
{b, d}} are obtained, which also can be obtained 
with non-critical reasoning methods. The prod-
uct computation {a, b} x {a, c} x {b, d} has to 
be done to get the candidate diagnoses {a, a, b}, 
{a,a,d}, {a,c,b}, {a,c,d}, {b, 
a, b }, {b, a, d}, {b, c, b}, {b, c, d}, from which, three 
minimal diagnoses {a, b}, {a, d}, and {b, c} (after 
eliminating the repeat elements) are obtained as 
the final diagnosis results. 
(2) DRMCA 
p0 (a) = p0 (b) = 2, p0 (c) = p0 (d) = 1, E = 
{{a,b},{a,c},{b,d}}. Suppose a1 = a2 = 0.5, 
we get W(a) = W(b)=0.46, W(c) = W(d)=0.4. 
Assume that a is selected as a base element to 
divide {{a,b},{a,c},{b,d}}, then we get Ea= 
{{a,b},{a,c}}, E' = {{b,d}}. A critical envi-
ronment {a} is obtained through intersecting the 
environments in Ea. Since PE(a) = p0 (a), {a} is 
a kernel environment. Further, from E', another 
critical environment {b, d} is obtained. The cor-
responding base environments 81 = {a, b, c} and 
82 = {b, d} form a critical partition. Since PE• (b) = 
1 < p0 (b), PE·(d) = p0 (d), so {d} is obtained as 
a kernel environment. Finally, from the kernel 
environments, i.e. {a} and {d}, a minimal diag-
nosis {a, d} is obtained. 

From the example, we can see that, for 
DRMCA, one critical partition is found and no 
backtracking is needed. But for IMPLODE, af-
ter twice backtracking, no critical cover is found. 

• Case 2 : both critical cover and critical 
partition exist. 
The example in [5] is used here to test IMPLODE 
and DRMCA. 
(1) IMPLODE 
For the circuit in Figure 3, some of the clauses 
in r are listed as follows. 

({i1 = 1,b1 = 1},{0K(B1)},{}) (1) 

({i1 =O,b1 =0},{0K(B1)},{}) (2) 
({b1 == 1,b2 = 1},{0K(B2)},{}) (3) 
({or=O,c==1},{0K(C)},{}) (4) 
({or=1,c=O},{OK(C)},{}) {5) 
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Figure 4 Part of the reasoning process in IMPLODE 

Suppose the observations are it = 1, i2 = 1, c = 
1 and b2 = 0, which are represented as follows. 

({il = 1},{},{}) 

( { i2 == 1}' {}' {}) 
({c= 1},{},{}) 
( {b2 = 0}, {}, {}) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
(9) 

By using the RESOLUTION rule repeatedly, the 
following clauses are produced. 

({b1 = 1}, {OK(B1)}, {}) (10) 

({b2 = 1},{0K(B1),0K(B2)},{}) (11) 
({or= 1}, {OK( OR), OK(B1), OK(B2)}, {}) 

(12) 
({b3 = 1}, {OK(B3)}, {}) (13) 

({b4 = 1},{0K(B3),0K(B4)},{}) (14) 
({or= 1}, {OK( OR), OK(B3),0K(B4)}, {}) 

(15) 
From clauses (12) and (15), clause (16) is pro-
duced by IMPLOSION rule, and it immediately 
inactivates clauses (12) and (15). After making 
several reasoning steps, the following clauses can 
be obtained. The reasoning process is illustrated 
with Figure 4. The node with' x' in Figure 4 and 
Figure 5 indicates that the clause related to the 
node is an inactivated clause. 
({or= 1}, {OK( OR)}, {OK(B1), DK(B2), DK(BS), DI<(B4)}, {}) 

(16) 
({c = 0}, {OK(OR), DK(C)}, {OK(B1), OK(B2), OK(B3), OK(B4)}) 

(17) 
({l-}, {OK(OR), OK(C)}, {OK(Bl), OK(B2) , OK(B3), OK(B4)}) 

(18) 
({or= 0}, {OK(C)}, {}) (19) 

Further, from clauses (9) and (11), clause (20) is 
produced which makes clauses (16) and (18) in-
activated. The inactivation of clause (16) imme-
diately lets clauses (12) and (15) be reactivated, 
which means the previous reasoning to produce 
clause (16) is withdrawn. Moreover, from the re-
activated clause (15) and clause (19), clause (21) 
is produced. So far, two critical conflicts, (20) 
and (21), are produced from which the diagnoses 
can be obtained. Figure 5 illustrates the further 
reasoning process. 

({.l},{OK(B1),0K(B2)},{}) (20) 
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Figure 5 Part of the reasoning process in IMPLODE 

({.1}, {OK( OR), OK( C), OK(B3), OK(B4)}, {}) 
(21) 

From the discussion above, we can see that there 
is twice backtracking in the reasoning. One is 
the reactivation of (12) and (15) which is used 
to produced clause (21), another one is the re-
activation of (17) which can be used for further 
reasoning. 

(2) DRMCA 
For DRMCA, OBS={ i 1 = 1, i2 = 1, c = 1 , 
b2 = 0}. Suppose the order of processing the 
observations in REASONER(OBS) is i 1 = 1, 
i2 = 1, c = 1 and b2 = 0. After processing 
the observation i 1 = 1, the DB contains the fol-
lowing nodes. 

(il = 1, {}, {}) (22) 

(i2 = 1, {}, {}) (23) 

(c = 1,{}, {}) (24) 

(b2 = 0, {.1}, {}) (25) 

(.1, { {OK(B1), OK(B2)} }, { {OK(B1), OK(B2)}}) 
(26) 

(OK(B1), { {OK(B1)} }, {{OK(B1)} }) (27) 

(b1 = 1,{{0K(B1)}},{{0K(B1)}}) (28) 

(OK(B2), { {OK(B2)} }, {{OK(B2)}}) (29) 

(b2 = 1, {.1}, {}) (30) 

The process of processing i 1 = 1 is illustrated in 
Figure 6. The nodes (25), (26) and (30) are ob-
tained through updating (b2 = 0, {}, {}), ( .1, {}, {}) 
and (b2 = 1, {{OK(B1), OK(B2)} }, {{OK(B1), 
OK(B2)}}) respectively. 

After processing i2 = 1, 8 new nodes are pro-
duced as follows, and nodes (24) and (26) are up-
dated as (c = 1, {.1}, {})and (.1, { {OK(B1), OK 
(B2)}, {OK(B3), OK(B4), OK( OR), OK( C)}} , 
{ {OK(B1), OK(B2)}, {OK(B3), OK(B4), OK 
( 0 R), 0 K (C)}}) respectively. 

(OK(B3), {{OK(B3)}}, { { OK(B3)}) (31) 

REASONER(OBS) 
Create nodes (22). (23), (24), (25) and (26) 
REVISION(il=l) 

PROP(il=l) 
REVISION(bl=l) 

[

(il=l/\ OK(Bl) - bl=l) 
~VISION(OK(Bl)) 

!.. Create node (27) 

return 

Create clause (2 8) 

PROP(bl=l) 

REVISION(b2=1) 
KE(bl=l 1\ OK(B2) - b2=1) 

tREVISION(OK(B2)) 

~ Create node (29) 
return 

Create node (30) 

Update nodes (25), (26) and (30) 
PROP(b2=l) 
~return 

return 

return 

return 

REVISION(i2=1) 

Figure 6 The process of processing i1 = 1 in DRMCA 

(b3 =I, {{OK (B3)}}, {{OK(B3)}) (32) 

(OK(B4), { {OK(B4)} } , {{OK(B4)}}) (33) 

(b4 = I , { {OK(B3) , OK(B4)} }, {{ O K(B3) , OK(B4)}) (34) 

(OK ( OR), {{OK(OR)}} , {{OK(OR)}) (35) 

( o r = I , { {OK(OR), OK(B3), OK(B4)}} , {{OK(OR) , OK(BS), OK(B1)} } ) 
(36) 

(OK(C), {{OK(C)}}, {{DK(C)}}) (37) 

(c = 0, {{OK(OR), OK(C ), OK(B3), OK(B4)} } , {}) ~ (c = 0 , {.1.} , {}) 
(38) 

Because c = 1 and b2 = 0 have been pro-
cessed while processing i 1 = 1 and i2 = 1, the 
processing of c = 1 and b2 = 0 did nothing, and 
the DB remains the same as illustrated above. 
From the two critical conflicts in node (26), the 
final diagnoses are obtained. 

From the discussion above, we can find that 
no backtracking is involved in the reasoning of 
DRMCA. 

• Case 3: both critical cover and critical 
partition do not exist. 
Suppose r = {al\b--+ m,al\c--+ m, bl\c--+ 
m, m}, S = {a,b,c}. 
For IMPLODE, the case is similar to example 
1. After twice backtracking, no critical cover is 
found, and the product {a, b} x {a, c} x { b, c} has 
to be calculated to get the minimal diagnoses. 

For DRMCA, assume a is selected as 
a base element to divide {{a,b} , {a,c},{b,c}}. 
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We then can get two critical environments {a} 
and {b, c}. Since PE( a) = p0 (a), {a} is a ker-
nel environment. Since PE·(b) = PE•(c) = 1 < 
p0 (b) = p0 (c) = 2, {b, c} is also regarded as a 
kernel environment according to step 6 in SCP. 
From {a} x { b, c}, two minimal diagnoses are ob-
tained: {a, b} and {a, c}. 

In this example , {b, c} is not a real ker-
nel environment because PE·(b) = PE•(c) = 1 < 
p0 (b) = p0 (c) = 2. Therefore, the corresponding 
base environment set {{a,b,c}, {b,c}} is not a 
real critical partition. But from the pseudo crit-
ical partition, the kernel environments can be 
obtained. There may be non-minimal diagnoses 
in the product of kernel environments , which 
should be cancelled. In this case, because the 
products(for this example, the product is {a} x 
{b,c}) are much fewer than that of IMPLODE 
(where the product is {a,b} x {a,c} x {b,c}), 
the cancellation is much easier than that of IM-
PLODE. 

Conclusion 

Critical diagnostic reasoning focuses diagnosis on a 
reduced space - a critical diagnosis space - which 
greatly improves the efficiency of diagnostic reasoning. 
A weaker definition of critical cover, which always ex-
ists and guarantees the reasoning is consistent, is still 
expected. But up to now, such a critical cover has not 
been proposed. 

In this paper, we have proposed an updated defi-
nition of critical cover called "critical partition", and 
an algorithm to calculate the critical partition. Even 
though the critical partition cannot be guaranteed to 
always exist for any diagnostic problem, as is the case 
for the critical cover proposed by Raiman, de Kleer 
and Sarawat, the definition of critical partition is weak-
ened. Therefore, for a diagnosis problem which has 
critical partition, the critical cover may not exist. In 
this case, the method proposed here is more efficient 
than Raiman's method, because it finds out the crit-
ical diagnoses without searching the whole diagnosis 
space, while Raiman's method has to search the whole 
space after failing to find the critical cover. 

For the case in which both the critical cover and 
critical partition do not exist, the situation is the same 
as the above case for Raiman's method. But the method 
proposed here will find a pseudo critical partition in-
stead of finding a real critical partition such as in 
case 3 in the example in Section 5.3. Even though 
some non-minimal diagnoses might be generated from 
the pseudo critical partition, the cancellation of the 
non-minimal diagnoses is much easier than that with 
Raiman's method because the pseudo critical partition 
has reduced the candidate space. 

When both critical cover and critical partition ex-
ist, although both methods are able to find critical 
diagnoses, our method is still more efficient because it 
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performs the critical diagnosis without backtracking, 
while Raiman's method requires backtracking. 

In short, the method of finding out the critical par-
tition is more efficient than the method of finding out 
the critical cover because of its weaker definition and 
its non-backtracking algorithm. 
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